The downhole orbital vibrator (DOV) applies the Vibroseis principle to borehole seismic sourcing. Accelerations by an internal rotating eccentric mass excite cylindrical pressure waves converted at the wellbore to seismic waves essentially within 20
of a borehole, source energy is usually generated either on or near the land or water surface. However, because of near-surface attenuation of seismic waves, surface sourcing typically constrains seismic frequencies to essentially below 50 Hz, often as low as 30 Hz. Low seismic frequencies greatly complicate imaging of spatially complex, and increasingly small and deep, reservoirs. Non-impact or distributed-energy downhole seismic sourcing allows an order of magnitude increase in spatial/temporal resolution (10-50 → 100-500 Hz) and two-to-three orders of magnitude in reduced power (30-300 KW → 300 W).
Implementing the Vibroseis principle in borehole fluids is straightforward through the centrifugal acceleration produced by an eccentric mass rotating over a range of frequencies. The downhole orbital vibrator (DOV) motor spinning an eccentric weight about an axis parallel to the borehole radiates detectable energy at frequencies 50 ≤ f (t) ≤ 350 Hz. With small uniform displacement u 0 ≈ 1 µm, the DOV distributes fluid accelerations a(t) = u 0 ω 2 (t) of magnitude ≈0.1 g to ≈4 g over 4-5 s intervals. The simple, lowamplitude mechanics of DOV weight-spinning and acoustic force coupling to the borehole fluid are essentially linear, helping to produce stable correlation wavelets. Because the DOV is mechanically simple and coupled acoustically rather than dynamically to the rockmass, and because the DOV signal is a correlation wavelet smoothed over the irregularities of mechanical motion, DOV source signals can be highly reproducible. Also, the radial nature of DOV motion does not excite significant axially propagating tube waves in the source borehole fluid.
We describe DOV sourcing mechanics in Sections 2-3 based on acoustic and seismic radiation data recorded, respectively, in open water and crosswell geometries. The data are accurately described by two compatible mechanical-equivalence source models. The openwater radiation model derives from the exact physics of acoustic radiation of a rotating point force in an unbounded acoustic medium. The appropriate mechanical model for open-water pressure data is a monopole source with 1/r geometric scaling scaled by an effective source dimension determined by DOV parameters. A dipole-source component to DOV source action is clearly ruled out by the openwater acoustic data. The borehole seismic radiation model is an empirical kinematic description in which DOV dynamics are limited to pressure wave production within a borehole fluid, followed by kinematic conversion to seismic waves at the borehole wall. The amplitude and spectrum of crosswell seismic data are consistent with the geometrically reasonable picture of the source acoustic wave propagating in the borehole fluid as if diffracted from an aperture with the axial cross-section of the DOV. The DOV pressure wave produces seismic P-and S-wave waves at the wellbore. The acoustic and seismic radiation models are physically compatible in the sense that the effective dynamic DOV source dimension is smaller than a borehole radius. The physical parameters of the acoustic and seismic radiation models are fully determined, and model predictions agree well with field observation without adjustable parameters.
In Section 4 we address claims that acoustic action in a borehole fluid creates shear tractions in the surrounding rockmass and hence radiates primary S waves. The Section 2 evidence for monopole rather than dipole sourcing in DOV open-water acoustic data eliminates this claim. However, we make two further observations in this matter. First, the 2-D velocity field of a long cylinder along the z-axis moving along the x-axis in an acoustic medium is formally symmetric in interchange of −x and +x and, therefore, formally cannot have a significant dipole acoustic moment. Second, DOV data acquired with sensors and source at small offsets in the same borehole show no evidence for primary S waves propagating along Figure 1 . Schematic of direct-current-drive DOV. Motors spin the eccentrically weighted masses at increasing frequencies from standstill (0 Hz) to 350 Hz. The centrifugal force of the spinning eccentric masses displace the DOV sonde ≈1 µm in the instantaneous direction of the mass imbalance, initiating an acoustic wave in the borehole fluid. The acoustic wave front travels radially to the borehole wall to exit as seismic waves. The 5 s swept-frequency seismic wave train recorded by crosswell geophones is compacted to a ≈7.5-ms-wide seismic wavelet by cross-correlation with the DOV velocity signal provided by the reference geophones.
the borehole axis (at high angles to the plane of the rotating point force where primary S-wave waves are most expected).
DOV rotary correlation wavelets have time-symmetry and source orientation properties that impact DOV source-wavelet reproducibility and time-lapse seismic imaging. The features of the correlation wavelet are discussed in a companion paper Leary & Walter (2005) .
DOV ACOUS T I C R A D I AT I O N

DOV physical characteristics
The DOV excites acoustic waves in a borehole fluid by mass acceleration against the fluid. Acceleration is created by a pair of unbalanced masses rotated about the DOV axis as sketched in Fig. 1 ; rotation masses are unbalanced by holes drilled near their circumference. Rotation systematically increases from a stationary state (0 Hz) to ≈350 Hz over an interval of 4-5 s. DOV motion described here is sensed by orthogonal horizontal monitor geophones. Monitor signals are correlated with sensor motion recorded in offset boreholes. As rotary motion phase is more important for correlation and less predictable than motion amplitude, current DOV models substitute the continuous geophone monitor signal with phase monitor impulse signal. Table 1 outlines the physical parameters of the DOV supplying the data discussed herein.
DOV correlation wavelet production is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The upper panel maps the time-progression of DOV frequencies recorded by monitor geophones as the rotational frequency moves through the effective minimum radiation frequency 50 Hz to peak at 325 Hz at time 4.5 s. After the peak frequency, the DOV mass spins down to below 50 Hz at ≈13 s. The lower panels show (left) the (ii) S/N > ∼ 5-10 per 15-25-sweep stack unfiltered 7.5-ms-wide normalized auto-correlation wavelet of the DOV monitor signal and (right) a filtered and amplitudecompensated wavelet. Filtering removes high-frequency jitter and renders the correlation wavelet more compact where the rate of change of rotary frequency becomes too low to produce a compact correlation wavelet. Amplitude compensation removes low frequency trends in the DOV monitor sweep signal. Signal conditioning reduces auto-correlation wavelet side lobes relative to the main peak to yield a compact and easily interpreted signal wavelet, albeit at the loss of overall wavelet amplitude. In discussing DOV mechanics, the correlation wavelet of Fig. 2 is often considered to be the primary physical phenomenon rather than being derived by cross-correlation of primary physical signals. We establish the physical basis for the source-sensor correlation. We Unprocessed DOV correlation wavelets (left) and processed DOV monitor geophone (right). Wavelet processing included filter-limiting peak frequencies from 350 to 325 Hz and source-monitor amplitude compensation to reduce side-lobe amplitudes. The width of the correlation pulse is 7.5 ms.
first show that the DOV physical displacement is constant over the operational frequency range. Second, we consider the DOV acoustic wavefield produced in open water, and find the source is mechanically equivalent to a small rotating monopole force; the small size is compatible with acoustic action in a borehole fluid decoupled from the surrounding solid. Finally we consider the amplitude, spectrum and angular radiation pattern of crosswell seismic waves; the crosswell data are consistent with DOV generation of an acoustic diffraction wave front in the borehole fluid which then converts to seismic waves at the wellbore.
DOV constant-displacement acceleration
DOV acoustic radiation amplitude is proportional to centrifugal acceleration of the 11 kg mass distributed over a 1-m-long, 10-cm-diameter housing cylinder. Fig. 3 (left) shows the mean DOV velocity amplitude envelope for 15 sweeps recorded by two source monitor geophones. Each frequency sweep involves 4.5 s of powered up-sweep to 300 Hz followed by 10 s of unpowered down-sweep. The average DOV displacement spectra shown in Fig. 3 (right) are essentially uniform of order u( f ) ≈ 1 µm over the operational frequency range.
The source-monitor data ensemble behind Fig. 3 was recorded at 15 source levels at 5 m spacing over a 75 m borehole interval in oilfield sediments. The mean slopes of the 15 source displacement wave train spectra are −0.08 ± 0.03 and −0.13 ± 0.03, respectively, for the two source monitors. The displacement amplitude of the DOV is determined from the peak amplitude of ≈25 mV at 325 Hz, u 0 ≈ (25 mV)/(150 mV/cm s −1 )/(2π325) ≈ 8 10 −5 cm ≈ 0.8 µm. The source spectra present no evidence for acceleration amplitude irregularities that might be ascribed to mechanical impedance complications introduced by the presence of a solid 
DOV as a point-force radiator in an unbounded acoustic medium
A DOV deployed in open water permits free sensor coverage relative to the source. Acoustic pressure data for complete angular sensor coverage can be acquired for the scale range of radii greater than the DOV characteristic physical dimension √ 2a ≈ 30 cm and less than the operational radiation wavelengths λ ≈ 5-30 m. In this range of radii, the angular properties of the source pressure field define the DOV effective source type.
The simplest source type is a point force. A point force acting with time-function F 0 (t) along the x-axis in an acoustic medium produces a propagating pressure wave with displacement potential (Aki & Richards 1980) ,
Appendix A derives the acoustic displacement field u i (r ) for a point force of constant displacement u 0 , instantaneous frequency f and spatial frequency k = 2π f /α in a uniform acoustic medium of wave speed α. The acoustic field scales geometrically with radius as 1/r with a minor component of higher order term scaling as 1/r 3 ,
The angular pressure field is cylindrically symmetric with a lobular distribution determined by direction cosine γ x for an instantaneous x-axis in the plane of the rotating point force. Acoustic radiation is maximum in the plane of rotation and null normal to the rotation plane. The acoustic radiation amplitude is scaled by the DOV equivalent mechanical radius R 1 = π 2 ρ dov /ρa 2 /λ 2 ≈ 1 mm fixed by the physical dimensions DOV radius a ≈ 5 cm and length ≈ 1 m, and acoustic radiation wavelength λ = α/ f ≈ 10 m. At offsets small compared with the radiation wavelength, r 3 (λ/2π ) 3 , eq. (2) reduces to
In an unbounded acoustic medium, pressure P(r) is related to the acoustic particle velocity by
For radii close to the DOV relative to the acoustic wavelength for frequency ω, eq. (3) substituted into eq. (4) gives the model pressure field as a function of position [x, 0, z] ,
Observation of DOV acoustic radiation in open water
To test the rotating horizontal point-force model of DOV acoustic radiation eqs ( wavelet pair is scaled to occupy the maximum plot space; the scale of the horizontal spacing is expanded by a factor 3 over the vertical spacing.
In Fig. 4 , model and observation agree at each sensor location if the wavelet-pair amplitudes are the same. The absolute amplitudes of the wavelet pairs vary by a factor of 50, from a nominal ±1 for the wavelet at column 2/row 5 to a nominal ±0.02 for subplots corresponding to larger offsets (column 4) and higher polar angles (rows 1-2 and 8-9). Aside from the model wavelet at column 1/row 5, wavelet amplitudes are as observed or as modelled relative to the unit wavelets of column 2 and row 5. The column 1/row 5 model wavelet at the grid position nearest to the DOV is artificially down-scaled to a representative value since the model amplitude is unrealistically large at offsets small compared with the physical size of the DOV. The Fig. 4 data are for counter-clockwise (ccw) rotation; closely similar data are recorded for clockwise (cw) rotations.
From the close agreement between wave-pair amplitudes at each sensor grid position in Fig. 4 , the rotating point-force source model provides a good match to observation. Claims have, however, been made for dipole action from the DOV in a borehole (see Section 4.2). 
for index i taken over the N = 29 wavelet data at sensors which are not in the immediate vicinity of the DOV. While rigorous application of the chi-square test is associated with normal random distributions for O i , M i , and E i , eq. (6) allows comparison of two models for data errors associated with non-systematic random fluctuations in background noise and sensor positioning (Press et al. 1992 , Section 15.1). Chi-square estimator eq. (6) computed for the monopole and dipole DOV source hypotheses returns χ 2 monpole ≈ 26 and χ 2 dipole ≈ 62 for the N = 29 sensors excluding the 7 nearest to the normalization grid-point at column 2/row 5.
The chi-square value χ 2 monpole ≈ 26 meets the 'moderately good' fit criterion χ 2 ≈ N = 29, the number of independent tests (Press et al. 1992) . Assuming that the estimated errors reasonably reflect non-systematic quasi-random fluctuations for 29 degrees of freedom, χ 2 monpole ≈ 26 corresponds to 50 per cent probability that the monopole model is compatible with observation. In contrast, the value χ 2 dipole ≈ 62 corresponds to a 0.01 per cent likelihood that a valid dipole hypothesis accidentally produces the observed deviation between model and data. Fig. 4 indicates it is physically valid to model DOV as a rotating point force of effective mechanical size R 1 ≈ 1 mm. This result indicates that the DOV sourcing action is effectively dynamically decoupled from the borehole wall. We thus examine DOV borehole seismic waves in terms of the kinematics of acoustic waves impinging on the borehole wall where they convert to P and S waves in the heterogeneous rockmass. . Cross-section of phenomenological model of DOV as rotating point force in an acoustic medium (borehole fluid). The axis of rotation is along the borehole axis. DOV instantaneous displacement normal to the borehole axis in the plane of the figure generates a horizontally moving plane acoustic wave in the gap between DOV and borehole wall. The plane acoustic wave is vertically truncated by the DOV length and horizontally truncated by the DOV diameter d normal to the plane of the figure, effecting acoustic diffraction from a planar slit of dimension × d. Seismic waves are generated by acoustic wave conversion at the borehole wall where DOV radiation and diffraction and conversion processes contribute a net seismic amplitude angular factor ≈ cos 2 θ relative to the plane of rotation. Due to the source geometry and the source acoustic field, there is little excitation of axial pressure waves (tube waves).
DOV BOR E H O L E S E I S M I C R A D I AT I O N
DOV seismic radiation: diffraction & normal-incidence of borehole acoustic wave
between the DOV and the borehole wall. For a gap typically much smaller than the radial and axial dimensions of the DOV, acoustic waves reaching the borehole wall cannot differ significantly from the displacement motion of a plane wave exiting from a slit of crosssectional area of the DOV. Such an acoustic wave front is equivalent to diffraction at a slit with the height and width of the DOV, as pictured in Fig. 6 .
The amplitude, angular dependence and spectral form of scalar radiation emerging from a slit is described by Kirchhoff diffraction. From the derivation of Appendix B, for wavelength λ and offset r large compared with slit dimensions and d, the diffraction acoustic wavefield u(r ) at point r = r (cos θ , 0, sin θ ) has amplitude and phase
The actual picture of seismic sourcing is complicated by DOV acoustic wave conversion to seismic waves at the borehole wall in heterogeneous rock. Due to rock heterogeneity, converted S waves tend to be polarized both parallel and transverse to the borehole axis. Field data show, however, that eq. (7) provides a satisfactory empirical description of DOV crosswell wavelet amplitude, spectrum and radiation angular dependence.
DOV crosswell seismic wavefield amplitudes
For ≈ 1 m, d ≈ 0.1 m, r ≈ 400 m and λ ≈ 4000 ms −1 /250 Hz = 16 m, eq. (7) gives the ratio of far-field displacement amplitude to source displacement amplitude as u(r )/u 0 ≈ 1.5 10 −5 . Crosswell seismic motion data recorded at 405 m offset in high-Q carbonate rock validate the predicted diffraction process ratio. Fig. 7 shows P-and S-wave common-sensor gathers recorded at two of 10 levels in the reservoir. Each gather comprises sensor records for a single DOV sweep taken at 41 source depths in 6-m increments over a 240 m range of well depth. For source and sensor motion recorded in millivolts, the mean correlated source wavelet for the 10 gathers has amplitude 6 ± 1 10 6 and the mean maximum correlated sensor wavelet has amplitude 55 ± 13. The ratio of mean maximum sensor amplitude to mean source amplitude is 0.9 ± 0.2 10 −5 . The diffraction model seismic displacement amplitude ratio (u(r )/u 0 ) mod ≈ 1.5 10 −5 agrees with the observed the seismic displacement amplitude ratio (u(r )/u 0 ) obs ≈ 0.9 ± 0.2 10 −5 to within 50 per cent. This level of amplitude agreement with no adjustable parameters supports the hypothesis that the DOV operates in a borehole with source equivalent dimension of order R 2 ≈ d /λ ≈ 1 cm given by the diffraction process expression eq. (7).
In terms of the diffraction model, the 50 per cent seismic wave amplitude discrepancy can be discussed in terms of plausible physical details omitted from model. Missing physical details include acoustic wave conversion to P waves, the generation of S-wave motion from the primary P wave, attenuation due to absorption of seismic energy and the effects of medium heterogeneity including wave energy channelling in the layered reservoir formation.
The amplitude effect of acoustic plane wave conversion to seismic waves at the wellbore can be estimated from the impedance relation for normal incidence reflection and transmission coefficients, t = 1 + c, and energy conservation for impedance I = ρ α, I a = c 2 I a + t I e (Claerbout 1976) . For I a = (1 g cc −1 ) (1.5 m ms −1 ) and I a = (2 g cc −1 )(4 m ms −1 ), t = 2I a /(I a + I e ) = 2(1.5)/(1.5 + 8) = 3/9.5 ≈ 1/3 in energy or 1/ √ 3 in amplitude. Reducing amplitude (eq. 7) by the 1/ √ 3 conversion factor, 1.5/ √ 3 10 −5 = 0.87 10 −5 , gives close agreement between eq. (7) and Fig. 7 data.
It is evident from Fig. 7 , however, that heterogeneity of the rock medium can distort observed amplitudes from the predictions for a uniform medium. For instance, to the extent that normally incident plane wave conversion describes the acoustic-seismic interface, no S waves are produced. Observed S-wave production is, therefore, due to interaction of primary converted P waves with the layered formations, which also leads to P-and S-wave energy channelling in fast and slow layers. The combined effects of amplitude reduction to generate S-wave motion and amplitude enhancement due to energy channelling do not allow a simple model to be quantitatively precise.
Seismic attenuation due to internal friction parametrized by Q also plays a role in the seismic wavelet amplitudes. However, in contrast with most oilfield sedimentary rock, the amplitude effect of Q is limited for the reef carbonate crosswell data of Figs 7-9. At the appropriate crosswell seismic parameters r ≈ 400 m and λ = α/ f ≈ 4000 ms −1 /250 Hz = 16 m, a value of Q ≈ 200 reduces the wavelet amplitude on the order of 30 per cent (e −πfr/α Q = 0.67). Observation rules out values of Q significantly lower than, say, 200. First, unusually for crosswell seismic data, uncorrelated sensor motion can be detected for the carbonate formation data. Sensor motion spectrograms (equivalent to the Fig. 2 source motion spectrogram) show uncorrelated single-sweep energy above background seismic noise, with the single-sweep sensor spectrograms showing significant energy at peak frequencies 250-300 Hz. Second, for correlated wavelets, Q values significantly lower than 200 would distort the power-law spectral trend predicted by eq. (7) and seen in Fig. 8 .
While some uncertainty on the details of agreement between observation and diffraction model expression (eq. 7) remains, the essential conclusion is that Fig. 7 crosswell seismic data from a high-Q carbonate formation provide solid evidence for an effective DOV source dimension of order R 2 ≈ 1 cm. Values of this order meet the condition R 2 R borehole for effective decoupling of DOV source action from the borehole wall. Sample crosswell seismic common sensor gathers of P and S-motion for single DOV sweeps at 405 m offset in a high-Q carbonate reservoir. Peak amplitudes of the correlated sensor motion for each of 10 gathers average 55 ± 13 relative to the mean source wavelet amplitude 6 ± 1 10 6 ; the ratio is 0.9 ± 0.2 10 −5 . Dots denote traveltimes for uniform medium with mean sonic-log velocity. Comparison of DOV source correlation wavelet mean spectra (asterisks) with crosswell seismic sensor correlation wavelet mean spectra (diamonds) from field data recorded at 405 m offset in oilfield carbonates (Fig. 7) . Solid lines are power-law fits to the spectral trends of form f β , where β is the slope of the trend in a log-log plot. Dashed lines represent 1-standard deviation statistical error-bars on the spectral amplitudes. The source wavelet spectral trend gives β = 1.88 ± 0.12 for the sample of 40 DOV source wavelets; the sensor wavelet spectral trend gives β = 2.82 ± 0.35 for the sample of 127 largest wavelets in 10-gather ensemble of 400 sensor wavelets. The slope of the source spectrum is expected from the autocorrelation of a velocity sensor recording a frequency sweep. The sensor spectrum is consistent with linear frequency enhancement of the source spectrum given by the diffraction model (7).
DOV crosswell seismic sensor spectra
Diffraction radiation amplitudes (eq. 7) depend linearly on the wave frequency as u(r ) ≈ ( d/r α)u 0 f . Crosswell seismic sensor spectral amplitudes are hence expected to be linearly enhanced in frequency factor f relative to DOV source spectra. Fig. 8 shows that the source wavelet mean spectrum (asterisks) and sensor wavelet mean spectrum (diamonds) are consistent with the diffraction picture of DOV borehole operation.
In Fig. 8 the observed source mean spectrum has power-law trend with slope 1.88 ± 0.12, denoting a spectrum essentially proportional to f 2 . A constant spectral power law with exponent near 2 is expected for the DOV auto-correlation wavelet derived from a monitor geophone responding to rotary frequency modulation with constant displacement u 0 (one factor f due to geophone output proportional to angular velocity, the second factor of f due to the quadratic nature of the auto-correlation function). At the same time, the sensor wavelet mean spectrum has slope 2.82 ± 0.35, corresponding to frequency enhancement of the source spectrum by factor f β , β ≈ 0.94 ± 0.37. The observed frequency enhancement is consistent with diffraction model (eq. 7) at a three-standard deviation level of significance. As observed in the previous section, this agreement rules out significant Q effects in the carbonate data. We note further that the stable source wavelet spectral slope 1.88 ± 0.12 is determined over 40 source levels at 6 m intervals for 240 m of borehole. While the Fig. 7 sensor gathers give evidence for a layered borehole medium, the source spectrum is essentially constant throughout the range of source well depths, again arguing for essential decoupling of the source motion from the borehole environment.
DOV crosswell seismic radiation pattern
An angular amplitude trend is seen in the DOV seismic radiation of Fig. 7 . The angular amplitude trend can be parametrized by angle θ between the source-sensor ray path and the horizontal plane. P-and S-wave amplitudes in the Fig. 7 gathers are largest for nearhorizontal ray paths (θ ≈ 0), and fall-off as the source moves to larger vertical offsets (θ → 30 • = atan(240/405) for 240 m source-sensor vertical offset and 405 m horizontal offset). The diffraction model of DOV radiation (eq. 7) predicts that wavelet amplitudes fall-off as cos θ . The effect of an additional cos θ factor may be expected from the kinetics of a normally incident P-wave point force on an elastic medium (Waters 1981) . Fig. 9 compares the angular amplitude decay of a representative Fig. 7 seismic wavelet gather with angular amplitude decay from geometric attenuation weighted by angular factors in the cosine of the ray path angle, cos n θ , n = 0, 1, 2, 3. The observed mean amplitude trend shown in Fig. 9 (left) is observed over 40 source depths at 6 m intervals covering ray path angles 0
• to 30 • . Fig. 9 (right) compared the quantified wavelet angular amplitude trend with the trend of the geometric factor 1/r weighted by factors of cos θ expected from the action of diffraction model (eq. 7), conversion of normal pressure waves to seismic waves (Waters 1981) , and the effect of channelling in layered media. The data of Fig. 9 are consistent with at least two source radiation angular factors of cos θ in addition to 1/r geometric attenuation. As with the Fig. 7 absolute amplitude data, the diffraction model agrees with observation in spite of the complexity of the acoustic-to-seismic radiation process in a heterogeneous medium. The observed angular radiation pattern is consistent with acoustic radiation in the borehole fluid converting to primary P waves and converted S waves at the wellbore. The angular data give no support for the production of primary S waves though shear distortion of the elastic medium.
The general features of crosswell seismic data recorded at 405 m offsets by 10 sensors for 40 source levels at 6 m intervals in high-Q carbonate reservoir rock agree with the simple diffraction model of DOV borehole seismic source mechanics expressed by eq. (7) and illustrated in Fig. 6 Further quantification of the diffraction model can be pursued, but we note that the principle objective in understanding DOV source mechanics is testing the robustness of the claim that the effective mechanical source dimension of the DOV is small compared with a typical borehole radius. With a small mechanical dimension, the DOV is effectively mechanically decoupled from the borehole environment and hence is expected to be stable for sensitive repeat seismic sourcing required by time-lapse seismic imaging of geofluid reservoirs. Such decoupling is incompatible with the production of primary shear waves.
FURT H E R E V I D E N C E O F D O V K I N E M AT I C C O U P L I N G
We have presented an observational basis for a kinematic model of DOV borehole seismic sourcing isolated from the complications of dynamic coupling to the surrounding rockmass. The kinematic model is important because acoustic coupling of the DOV mechanical action to the seismic field is both operationally safe and inherently stable. Operational safety of a borehole seismic source with an essentially 1 km crosswell range enables effective crosswell seismic access to a large population of reservoir production wells, while source wavelet stability enables development of time-lapse seismic monitoring of reservoir production. As, however, DOV borehole sourcing action has not hitherto been regarded in purely kinematic terms, we discuss additional data in support of a predominately kinematic action for DOV action in boreholes. Leary & Walter (2005) further validate the kinematic model through detailed discussion of the kinematic phase relation between the source and crosswell seismic correlation wavelets.
DOV steady-state acoustic velocity field
In the immediate vicinity of a DOV operating at frequencies 50-350 Hz in a borehole fluid, the tool is effectively an infinite cylinder admitting of a 2-D potential description of the acoustic velocity field. The velocity field of steady-state motion for a cylinder in a fluid is incompatible with claims for a dipole-source component of DOV action in a borehole fluid (see Section 4.2).
At operating frequencies 50-350 Hz, the DOV moves at laminar flow speeds in water. At amplitude u 0 ∼ 10 −6 m, the velocity at 200 Hz is v ∼ 400π u 0 ∼ 10 −3 m s −1 . The largest dimension of the DOV is its length ≈ 1 m. Water with kinematic viscosity η ∼ 1 centistoke = 10 −6 m 2 s −1 and density 1 g cc −1 yields Reynolds numbers Re = v/η ≈ 10 3 . Turbulent flow is associated with Reynolds numbers >6000-10 000. For velocities 10 −3 1500 m s −1 , the laminar acoustic wavefield is instantaneously established. Under these conditions, the DOV instantaneous acoustic velocity field v(r , θ) derives (Appendix C) from the streamline velocity potential in the plane normal to a long cylinder radius a = d/2 moving with instantaneous velocity v 0 = 2π f u 0 determined by DOV displacement u 0 and frequency f . The resulting kinematic velocity field,
with r > a the radius vector and θ the radius angle relative to the direction of DOV displacement, is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 10 . The steady-state velocity field (eq. 8) formally models fluid motion in the vicinity of the DOV at field operating conditions. The velocity field is symmetric along the x-axis, θ = ±180
• , ruling out by symmetry first-order dipole pressure. Moreover, the velocity field at θ = ±90
• cannot be construed to generate shear distortion of the borehole.
Claims for DOV primary S-wave radiation
Geophysical literature discussing the DOV or based on DOV data (Liu et al. 1991 (Liu et al. , 1993 Cole 1997; Daley & Cox 2001) suggests that an (unclamped) DOV operating in a borehole is a source of polarized S waves at radiating at high angles to the plane of DOV acceleration. The claim is that a DOV operating in a borehole fluid nonetheless radiates as if the point-force vector were in an elastic rather than in an acoustic medium. For instance, Cole (1997) characterizes the DOV as a 'dipole source' that 'produce[s] a radiation pattern the same as that produced by a similar source buried in the Earth'. The essence of this statement is that, by some form of dipole action within the borehole fluid, the DOV creates shear tractions in the rockmass so that a DOV in a borehole effectively radiates as if it were embedded Figure 10 . 2-D kinematic velocity field for a long rigid cylinder moving towards the right of the figure at right-angle to its axis of symmetry. The steady-state velocity field (eq. 8) is similar in amplitude and radial dependence to the static near-field of the dynamic DOV model eqs (2) and (3). The static laminar velocity field at right angles to the direction of motion is equal and opposite to the motion of the DOV, illustrating that instantaneous motion of the DOV in a fluid can not exert shear tractions on a borehole wall. The symmetry of the velocity field precludes the existence of a dipole moment to the DOV action.
in an elastic rather than an acoustic medium. We here discuss the evidence cited by the above authors in favour of DOV production of shear tractions in the rockmass and consequent primary shear wave radiation.
To connect this characterization of DOV borehole seismic waves more closely to statements of the other authors, we assume that the 'dipole' action of the DOV is equivalent to a horizontal point force elastically coupled to rock and instantaneously pointing along the x-axis at depth z in the Earth. In parallel with the acoustic P-wave model expression (A2) of Appendix A, a vibrating point force along the x-axis in an elastic medium generates primary (as opposed to converted) S waves with far-field behaviour
Since P waves have radial polarization Primary S-wave radiation at high angles to the plane of point-force rotation would be a desirable feature in a borehole seismic source. In the case of the DOV operating in a vertical borehole, as the source point-force vector rotates from the x-axis to the y-axis the primary S-wave polarization at high angles to the horizontal changes with the point-source vector, yielding (if the DOV acted as an elastic point shear force) a complete range of S-wave polarizations for vertical S-wave ray paths. Such notional primary radiation is termed by Daley & Cox (2001) 'circularly polarized waves', and conforms to the description of Liu et al. (1991 Liu et al. ( , 1993 of the radiation expected from a DOV in a borehole-sourced RVSP experiment in fractured limestones. (It should be noted that notional primary 'circularly polarized' primary S waves occur only for sensors situated on or near the DOV rotation axis; at sensor locations off the DOV rotation axis, primary S waves are 'elliptically polarized', with the ellipse collapsing to a horizontal line for DOV crosswell data.) According to the literature of which the present authors are aware, no primary evidence has been produced for DOV generation of S waves at high angles to the borehole radial plane. Daley & Cox (2001) present only crosswell data well using sensors at essentially 90
• from the DOV rotation axis (in the plane of the rotating point force). Cole (1997) shows no data. Liu et al. (1993) present RVSP data having the correct observational geometry for recording highangle primary shear waves but offer only the following statement in support of their observation [italics supplied]: 'The full-wave modelling . . . . suggests that this source yields impulsive SH-and SV -wave signals for nearly vertical ray paths that can be modelled synthetically using horizontal forces'.
If such radiation did exist, it should be straightforward to demonstrate the signal in a single borehole using a DOV operated on the same wireline as a string of sensors. Section 4.3 shows, instead, evidence that no primary S-wave radiation is recorded by sensors 15-75 m from the source at signal sensitivity of order 1 part in 10 5 of the primary DOV signal.
DOV tube waves and axially propagating body waves
Tube waves are axially propagating fluid pressure fronts trapped in the low-velocity channel of borehole fluid in a rock matrix.
As energy propagating in a single dimension in a high-Q medium (Q water ≈ 10 5 ), tube waves do not decay geometrically or intrinsically with distance from the source, and hence can potentially interfere with seismic signals returning to wellbore sensors from the surrounding formation. DOV tube wave production is straightforward to observe by operating a DOV attached to a sensor string in a single well. Single-well data also determine the level at which the DOV can be suggested to mechanically shear the borehole formation to generate axially propagating S waves. Figs 11 and 12 and Table 2 summarize a suite of DOV single-well data acquired at 24 levels along a 1000 m well interval at 4 km depth in a Gulf of Mexico salt body. We can compare these data with single-well data acquired by Daley et al. (2003) using a powerful orbital vibrator at 600 m depths in poorly consolidated oilfield sediments (S-wave velocity ≈0.8 m ms −1 ). Fig. 11 shows a sample common-source gather of horizontal motion recorded by 13 sensors offset at 5 m intervals between 15 and 75 m from the DOV. Fig. 12 gathers mean amplitude envelopes computed for all 24 well observation depths. Tube wave maxima and upper limits on P-and S-wave motion are related to the DOV source wavelet amplitude in Table 2 .
Since DOV seismic source radiation is primarily in the plane of DOV rotation, that is, normal to rather than along the borehole axis, DOV backscatter imaging data appear primarily as radial sensor motion. The radial component of tube wave noise is, therefore, more important for imaging than the axial component. Sample data in Fig. 11 calibrate the amplitudes of radial tube wave motion at successive 5 m well offsets relative to the scaled DOV monitor wavelet shown at zero offset. The tube wave is readily identified by its 1.5 m ms −1 moveout across the sensor array as indicated by asteriskmarked traveltimes. Tube wave amplitudes are at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the DOV source wavelet. There is no Figure 12 . Trace-normalized tube-wave amplitude envelopes averaged over 24 common-source gathers recorded along the 1000 m well interval of Gulf of Mexico salt body. Mean tube-wave amplitude envelopes are of order 1000 times smaller than the DOV wavelet amplitude. Circles and letters 'P' and 'S' mark arrival times of, respectively, tube waves and axially propagating P-and S waves excited by DOV at zero offset in time and space. The traces show no motion in the P-and S-wave time windows at the level of 10 per cent of the smallest tube waves. Table 2 indicates that P-and S-wave amplitudes are at most of order 30 times smaller than tube wave amplitudes.
evidence of axially propagating S-or P waves in the time interval before tube wave arrivals. Fig. 12 confirms the sampled amplitude systematics of Fig. 11 . The trace-normalized mean amplitude envelopes computed over all 24 observation depths also puts upper limits on the size of axially propagating P and S waves at less than 10 per cent of the smallest tube wave amplitudes. The observed limit of DOV-excited body wave motion at the expected P and S arrival times is quantified in Table 2 at 2-3 per cent of the smallest tube wave envelope maxima, indicating an overall body wave limit of order 10 −5 to 10 −6 of the DOV wavelet magnitude for borehole operations in a homogeneous medium such as salt.
In Fig. 11 , tube wave amplitudes are seen to decrease markedly with offset due to acoustic scattering at the bulky 1/2-m-long clamped sensor modules occupying 40-50 per cent of the wellbore. Daley et al. (2003) observe a similar tube wave amplitude reduction using an acoustic baffle between the DOV and the sensor string. As quantified in Table 2 , when tube wave energy is scattered by elements of the borehole sensor string, the residual tube wave noise can be a factor 10 4 smaller than the radial acoustic signal. Small tube wave amplitudes are not surprising given that the DOV does not excite volume changes within the fluid. Borehole sources associated with strong tube waves involve volume changes within the fluid, as in the explosive gas phases of the airgun and underwater sparker, and the solid-state volume deformations of magnetostrictive materials and piezocrystals as observed by Daley et al. (2003) . However, the remarkably low levels of observed DOV-excited tube and body waves in Figs 11 and 12, 1 part in 10 4 for tube waves and 1 part in 10 5 -10 6 for body waves, suggest additional contributions from the mechanics of a rotating point force in an acoustic medium and from the radial plane acoustic wave observed via diffraction effects in the converted seismic wavefield.
Axially propagating body waves generated by an acoustic borehole source are, of course, readily observed at higher frequencies. Sonic well logging tools operating at frequencies of tens of kilohertz routinely register refracted body waves at 1-3 m source-sensor offsets. Daley et al. (2003) identify low-amplitude P waves in advance of tube waves for a scaled-up version of sonic logging tool comprising a 2 kHz piezoelectric source with sensors at 10-30 m offsets. In direct comparison with the data of Figs 11 and 12, Daley et al. (2003) record low-amplitude S waves and barely detect P waves for a 50-350 Hz orbital vibrator in place of the piezoelectric source.
Sonic tool body waves have, however, wavelengths of order 10 cm and hence are produced by geometric ray refraction within the damage halo of the borehole rather than by shear distortions of the borehole. The metre-wavelength piezoelectric source data of Daley et al. (2003) respond weakly to the borehole damage halo but at the same time do not produce clearly identifiable S waves and hence do not offer evidence for primary shear distortion of the borehole medium. The marginal P waves and larger S waves observed by Daley et al. (2003) in orbital vibrator source data conform most closely to the expectations for waves excited by primary shear distortions of the borehole medium. However, such S waves are expected from P-to-S scattering in a heterogeneous medium and do not automatically signify primary shear distortion of the borehole medium. In this regard, the absence of S waves in Figs 11 and 12 could be as much due to the relative homogeneity of salt as a borehole host medium as to lack of primary shear distortion.
We also note that the S waves identified by Daley et al. (2003) are smaller than the tube waves, and can be seen only if the tube waves Table 2 . Mean and standard deviations for maximum amplitude horizontal wave motion recorded by 13-sensor array at 24 depths along a 1000 m well interval. Given amplitudes are normalized to a unit amplitude DOV wavelet. Column 1 gives sensor offsets from DOV; columns 2-4 give maximum mean amplitudes in time intervals for, respectively, tube waves (TW), P waves (P), and S waves (S) as marked for each sensor in Fig. 12 .
Sensor offset (m)
Mean TW (× 10 −4 ) Amplitude mean Amplitude mean P wave (× 10 −6 ) S wave (× 10 −6 ) 75 0.8 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.7 70 1.3 ± 0.8 1.9 ± 1.1 2.0 ± 1.0 65
1.3 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 1.6 1.8 ± 1.7 60
1.0 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.9 1.9 ± 1.0 55 0.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 1.1 1.7 ± 1.4 50 2 ± 1 2.8 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 1.7 45 2 ± 1 4.0 ± 3.2 5.0 ± 4.0 40 3 ± 2 1 6 ± 8 1 0 ± 10 35 6 ± 4 6 ± 3 2 3 ± 18 30 3 ± 2 1 1 ± 7 1 4 ± 12 25 5 ± 3 2 5 ± 17 24 ± 19 20 9 ± 5 3 8 ± 27 100 ± 83 15 6 ± 4 2 9 ± 12 152 ± 123 are scattered by an acoustic baffle out of the fluid column before they reach the sensor string. Even if the S waves are in part due to primary shear distortion of the borehole medium, they are orders of magnitude smaller than the primary source wave generated by the DOV and hence appear to offer virtually no prospect for exploring significant volumes of reservoir media surrounding the observation borehole.
CONC L U S I O N S
The DOV is a compact, robust, low-power, environmentally benign swept-frequency acoustic energy source that operates on a standard 7-conductor wireline up to 150
• C temperatures and 5 km depths. Acoustic and seismic data point to DOV borehole seismic sourcing as originating from linear acoustic coupling to the borehole fluid and subsequent kinematic wave conversion at the wellbore. A simple empirical model of acoustic wave diffraction in the borehole fluid satisfactorily predicts the amplitude, spectrum and angular aperture of crosswell seismic waves. Agreement between data and model strengthens our hypothesis that the DOV is dynamically independent of the borehole wall, with the implication that DOV-generated borehole seismic wavelets gain stability from uniform fluid conditions rather than being subject to heterogeneity of borehole geometry and physical properties.
Our observations and modelling support the following general physical characteristics of DOV borehole seismic sourcing:
(i) The DOV operates as a rotating point force in acoustic media.
(ii) The effective dynamic size of the DOV is much smaller than a typical borehole diameter.
(iii) Due to its small dynamic size, DOV action in a borehole is effectively independent of the borehole wall geometry and elastic property heterogeneity.
(iv) In borehole operations DOV-generated acoustic waves appear as if diffracted from a slit of DOV axial cross-section.
(v) DOV-generated borehole acoustic waves convert at the borehole wall to P and S waves with frequency content 50-325 Hz and effective crosswell range up to 800 m.
(vi) DOV-generated seismic radiation peaks at low angles to the borehole axis normal.
(vii) In heterogeneous rock converted S waves are polarized both in-line and cross-line to the borehole axis.
(viii) Axially propagating tube waves are of order 10 −3 -10 −4 of the DOV wavelet amplitude.
(ix) Axially propagating body waves are of order 10 −5 -10 −6 of the DOV wavelet amplitude, indicating virtually no DOV shear coupling to borehole formations.
These features indicate that linear physical processes for DOV sourcing within a wellbore offers a high degree of wavelet stability for crosswell seismic time-lapse seismic monitoring of hydrocarbon production and related active seismic reservoir structure mapping. Stable converted P-and S-wave production focused at low angles to the plane of rotation and with without tube wave interference with crosswell range of order 1 km enable multiazimuth time-lapse crosswell surveys over borehole arrays to achieve essentially volumetric reservoir coverage.
A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
The DOV was re-engineered from the original Conoco orbital vibrator, a borehole source with suitably low levels of tube wave noise for effective borehole seismic imaging. Discussions with Jack Cole, Dale Cox, Don Howlett, John Queen, Stuart Crampin and Enru Li addressed initial work done with Conoco orbital vibrator. Acquisition of DOV test data in a New Mexico carbonate reservoir was possible through the cooperation of Tom Davis, Colorado School of Mines. The SMSITES Project run by Stuart Crampin (Crampin et al. 2003) supported DOV trials in open water and in tectonically active Iceland to provide basic data on DOV mechanics and wavelet stability. Rod Humphreys, Peter Jackson, John Gregson, Sebastien Chastin and Simon Wood contributed to SMSITES field work in the UK and Iceland. DOV crosswell seismic data at 650-800 m offsets in oilfield sediments were acquired in China during a project organized by William Ayres and executed by James Phillips, Nick Arend and Tony West with members of the Liaohe Geophysical Exploration Company. Tom Daley supplied helpful commentary on the original and revised manuscript; an anonymous reviewer influenced model presentation by noting an algebraic sign error in the original Appendix A; and a journal editor spurred more quantitative comparisons between models and data. We are grateful for the care and cooperation of all above.
The near-field term of (A2) for source function (A3) is
From (A2)-(A4) with k 2 = ω 2 /α 2 , the vector acoustic velocity field is
Factoring the far-field term from (A5) and expressing the resulting effective dimension R 1 in terms of DOV density ρ dov and volume πa 2 , 
In an unbounded acoustic medium, pressure P(r ) is related to the acoustic particle velocity by
For radii closer to the DOV than the acoustic wavelength, (kr) ≈ iγ x ρu 0 ω 2 R 1 exp(−ikr)/(kr),
as essentially the pressure field of a monopole source for radial offsets greater than the source dimension R 1 ≈ 1 mm. Eqs (A1)-(A8) constrain DOV acoustic wavefield complexities at offsets greater than a few mm. It can, nonetheless, be hypothesized that within a borehole DOV dynamics exceeds the model (A1)-(A8) to create a dipole acoustic field of positive and negative pressures on opposite sides of the DOV. A borehole DOV dipole field can, it has been argued, cause shear distortion of the borehole that generates primary shear waves in the surrounding rock. Such a hypothetical dipole field is proportional to the difference of two monopole pressures located at opposing DOV radii,
where r − = |r + a| is the distance from a monopole at x = −a and r + = |r − a| is the distance from a monopole at x = + a. The distances observed in open water are large compared with the DOV radius a, r a, whence r − = |r + a| ≈ r + γ a and r − = |r − a| ≈ r − γ a where γ = x/r is the instantaneous direction cosine, and (A9) reduces to P dipole (r, ω) ∝ −iγ x ρu 0 ω 2 R 1 exp(−ikr)2a/r (1 − i/kr).
At distances r a and λ r , the dipole kinematic field strength is less than the monopole kinematic strength, 2a/r 1. Dipole terms (A9)-(A10) thus provide no argument for the effect of a DOV dipole-source term at distances beyond the immediate vicinity of the DOV, r ≈ a. Fig. A1 compares the monopole and dipole fields near the DOV. The dipole terms are significant only for [x ≈ a, z ≈ 0], where the point-force description of the DOV breaks down. However, it is seen in Section 4.1 that the symmetry of the 2-D laminar flow solution to the Navier-Stokes equation for a long cylinder disallows dipole conditions in the fluid. The point-force model thus provides no basis for significant dipole DOV action at operating frequencies. In absence of compelling observational evidence for DOV dipole terms (Section 4.2), a monopole source term with small effective dynamic scale R 1 ≈ 1 mm appears to provide an adequate model for DOV source action in an acoustic medium.
A P P E N D I X B : K I RC H H O F F D I F F R A C T I O N
The Kirchhoff approximation to diffraction of incident scalar wavefield ψ I (x ) at surface S is (Jackson 1962, pp. 292-294) , (see 
